
This  i s  a  twis t  on  the  t rad i t iona l  Word Wal l .  Here ,  s tudents  
ident i fy  “dead  words”  (e .g .  words  that  have  been  overused  and 

are  weak)  and a l ternat ives .

Increasing vocabulary is one of the strongest ways to increase achievement. One way to help 
students monitor their vocabulary is the use of Word Walls. Word Walls are traditionally used 
within a classroom. One disadvantage is that the Word Wall is unavailable to students when 
they go home. Putting the Word Wall in Moodle makes the Word Wall available to students at 
home or in the classroom. Additionally, students with vision issues can see their Word Wall up 
close on a screen. 

Moodle can help you create a shared vocabulary list that each student contributes to the class. 
This is the vocabulary list that students can’t lose! Even better, this is the vocabulary list that 
the students generate themselves (of course, the teacher can add to the list or control this list if 
need be). 

For this example, we will be creating a Word Wall of Dead Words. These dead words will be 
replaced with synonyms to help students increase their own vocabularies. The students will 
identify powerful alternatives to common words. You can provide a list of common words (or 
better yet, have the students find and enter them). The Word Wall will be developed 
throughout the semester.  

Finally, we’ll share these “Dead Words” and alternatives on regular basis. 

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International 
License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/ or send a 
letter to Creative Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA.

Common Core:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.L.6
Acquire and use accurately a range of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases 
sufficient for reading, writing, speaking, and listening at the college and career readiness level; 
demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when encountering an unknown 
term important to comprehension or expression.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.8.4 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words or phrases based on 
grade 8 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.9-10.4 
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based 
on grades 9–10 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.

visit us at https://mastermoodle.com

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/CCRA/L/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/8/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/9-10/4/
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For this example, we’re going to name the 
Glossary “Dead Words”. 

You must be the teacher for the course to 
which you want to add the Vocabulary List. 

- Sign into your Moodle course. 

- Make sure that you “Turn Editing On” by 
clicking the button (varies by theme). 

- Click on “Add an activity or resource”

- Select “Glossary” from under the Activity 
Section. Click the “Add button”

Add a 
Glossary

2
Name It.

You could Use “Word Wall” 
if this is common Practice in 

your school.
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3
description

Enter a description (You must enter something 
here). 

This is where you can let students know 
exactly what your expectations are for this 
assignment. be descriptive and complete.

Think Directions. 

If you want the Directions to show up on the 
homepage, tick the “Display Description on 
the Course page” box

Entries

Entries settings:

- Approved by default makes all student 
entries immediately available to the whole 
class (Switch to “NO” if you want to 
approve them before the other students 
see them). 

- Duplicate Entries allowed (make this “Yes” if 
you want multiples of the same words - can 
be competitive).

- Allowing comments can be useful for 
feedback.
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Appearance

Display Format:

- This is purely a matter of choice. I 
Used Simple, dictionary style.

Grade

This can be a graded activity. Here you 
can set a grade to pass. 
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Ratings

by default, only teachers can rate. If 
you want students to rate entries, 
we’ll have to add that ability later.

Ratings are designed to be the grade. 
Thus, teachers only rate.

8
Activity 

Completion

Instead of a Grade, I use “activity Completion”. 
Each student must complete the activity for 
a grade.

- Pick “Show activity as complete when 
conditions are met”

- Students Must create entries: x number.

activity completion must 
be turned on at the site 
And course level. If you 

don’t see “activity 
Completion” as an 

option, it isn’t turned 
on.
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Save

Save and Return to course

or

Save and display

Extra 
Credit

Glossary 
Block

on the course page, add a block (“Random 
glossary entry”). Select the glossary that 
you created. Now the students will see a 
“dead Word” (and alternatives) on the 
course page. This word can be controlled 
by you. by default, it will be a different 
word each time the page is visited.



Our class will be creating a Word Wall. The Word Wall will be constructed of words that are 

powerful. These will be words that you can use in your writing and thinking. You will have the 

opportunity to contribute words to the Word Wall. Please use these instructions to get started. 

To create an entry:

1) Sign into our Moodle Course. 

2) Click on the Word Wall activity, conveniently named “Dead Words”. 

3) Click on the Add a new entry

4) In the box after “Concept”, add your dead word.

5) In the box after “Definition”, add your definition. Please note that you can use the 

editing tools to make words bold, italic, etc. You can also add pictures, videos, audio, etc. 

Please follow the directions provided.

6) In the box after “Keywords”, add the appropriate Keyword (one word per line). 

Choose from the list provided.

7) Under “Auto Linking”, please check the boxes for 

⁃ “This entry should be automatically linked”

⁃ “Match whole words only 

8) Click “Save changes” 


